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Abstract. Automatic algorithm configuration techniques have proved to be successful in finding performance-optimizing parameter settings of many search-based decision and optimization algorithms. A recurrent, important step in software development is the compilation of source code written in some programming language into machine-executable code. The generation of performance-optimized machine code itself is a difficult task that can be parametrized in many different possible ways. While modern compilers usually offer different levels of optimization as possible defaults, they have a larger number of other flags and numerical parameters that impact properties of the generated machine-code. While the generation of performance-optimized machine code has received large attention and is dealt with in the research area of auto-tuning, the usage of standard automatic algorithm configuration software has not been explored, even though, as we show in this article, the performance of the compiled code has significant stochasticity, just as standard optimization algorithms. As a practical case study, we consider the configuration of the well-known GNU compiler collection (GCC) for minimizing the run-time of machine code for various heuristic search methods. Our experimental results show that, depending on the specific code to be optimized, improvements of up to 40% of execution time when compared to the -O2 and -O3 optimization flags is possible.
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1 Introduction

The performance of computational procedures such as optimisation algorithms is commonly a major concern for both developers and users. Algorithm performance commonly depends on several elements related to the characteristics of the algorithm itself, the particular problem being solved and the environment in which the execution will be performed. Normally, algorithms expose parameters that allow the user to adjust their behaviour to the problem solved and the execution circumstances. Generally, parameter settings or configurations have a strong impact on the performance of algorithms and consequently, finding high-performing configurations is essential to reach peak algorithm performance. The process of finding good configurations can be challenging, require significant expertise, consume large amounts of time and can be computationally expensive.
given the large number of parameters that some algorithms have. To alleviate this situation, a number of automatic algorithm configuration tools, also called configurators, have been proposed in the literature. Examples include ParamILS [12], SMAC [11], GGA [2] and irace [14]. These tools have shown to be able to obtain very good parameter settings when configuring different types of algorithms, in some cases strongly improving the performance obtained by expert-defined default parameter settings [10,21]. Configurators aim at efficiently using the available computational resources to search the parameter space for high-performance parameter settings. The use of such tools can enable developers to test and make available more design features, and provides a simple and general approach to obtain the best performance of an algorithm.

Very often the configuration of optimisation algorithms is limited to their parameter settings, overlooking the code compilation as an element that can affect algorithm performance. On the contrary, in contexts where producing high-performance and portable code is very important, this issue is widely acknowledged. Several projects define application-specific “autotuners” that adjust the program produced to the system on which it will be installed. Examples of such work include ATLAS [22], Spiral [18], FFTW3 [6] and Patus [5]. On the other side, also compilers such as GCC [17], provide several optimisation options that aim at improving the quality of the generated executable. Default levels of optimisation that activate different sets of options are defined in GCC using the -Ox settings. These optimisation levels are defined in a general fashion and further improvements are possible depending of the operations performed by the compiled code and architecture in which the algorithm is executed. In this sense, GCC is like any other computational procedure whose performance can be optimised by setting appropriately its parameters. Selecting the optimisation options of GCC, or any other compiler, to obtain the best executable performance is itself an algorithm configuration problem, which has been tackled by methods such as OpenTuner [1] or in more specific approaches [4], [7] and [16]. Consequently, when configuring optimisation algorithms, it is possible to optimise the compilation of the code as part of the algorithm configuration process.

The irace package [14] is an automatic algorithm configurator that provides an implementation of iterated F-race [3] and other approaches to automatic configuration. irace is freely available as an R package, it provides several options to adjust the configuration process (e.g. parallel execution) and it does not require knowledge of R or about the inner workings of irace itself. irace has been widely applied in the literature and is a state-of-the-art algorithm configurator. In this work, we exploit irace to configure the optimisation options of GCC for minimising the execution time on six different benchmarks that execute different optimisation algorithms. This work shows that (i) the running time of optimisation algorithms can be further improved by configuring the compilation options, (ii) the best options depend of the benchmark and the machine used, and (iii) irace is a suitable configurator to configure the compilation process. Beyond these contributions, irace can be used to improve the execution time of any other compiled code and we will make our procedure, which is tested here on the most recent stable version of GCC, version 7.1, available for other users.

The remainder of this article is organised as follows. First, section 2 describes the algorithm configuration problem, gives details of the configuration process
performed by irace and discusses related work. The details of the compilation configuration benchmarks used are provided in Section 3 and Section 4 gives an analysis of the base performance of the compilation of GCC for the different benchmarks. In Section 5, we provide the experimental results obtained by irace when configuring the compilation options of GCC and we analyse them. Finally, we discuss future work and conclude in Section 6.

2 Automatic algorithm configuration

The configuration of algorithms, is the task of finding a set of algorithm parameter values, also called algorithm configuration, that exhibit good empirical performance for a particular class of problem instances. Algorithm configuration can be defined as an optimization problem over a parameter search space, which has the goal of identifying parameter settings that maximise algorithm performance. In general, an algorithm configuration scenario defines: a parameter search space consisting of the algorithm parameters defined as variables and their domains, a set of training and test instance sets, and a total configuration budget. Broadly, parameters can be classified in two types: (i) parameters that indicate the selection of algorithmic components (e.g. the crossover operator for an evolutionary algorithm, or the branching strategy for an exact algorithm), and (ii) parameters that control the behavior of algorithmic components (e.g. the length of a tabu list, or the size of a perturbation) and whose domain commonly correspond to numbers of a discrete or continuous domain. The type of parameters are commonly best represented by categorical or ordinal variables, while the former as numerical ones. Additionally, parameters can have conditional relations that is, their use depend of the value of other parameters (e.g. the use of the tabu list length parameter is conditional to the selection of tabu search as local search). The homogeneity of a scenario indicates the degree of consistency of the relative performance of configurations in the parameter space across the instance set. Highly homogeneous scenarios, have configurations that are consistently good (or bad) for all problem instances, while in heterogeneous scenarios certain configurations perform best in a subset of the instances and poorly in other instances. An algorithm can be configured for optimising different performance measures e.g. solution quality, running time, SAT count, etc. The evaluation of the performance of a configuration is commonly defined as the aggregation of the selected performance measure over the instance set (commonly the mean or median). Given that optimization algorithms are often stochastic, the real performance of configurations can be only estimated and several repetitions are required in order to have a precise estimation.

The irace package [14] is an algorithm configurator that implements configuration procedures based on iterated racing, e.g. iterated F-race [3]. irace is a general-purpose configurator and it only requires the definition of a configuration scenario as described above. The supported parameter types are categorical, integer, real and ordered (a categorical parameter that defines a precedence of values in its domain). irace iteratively applies a racing procedure in which several configurations are incrementally evaluated on bigger subsets of the training instance set. Statistical tests (the Friedman test by default) are performed to
identify configurations that obtain poor performance. These poor configurations are eliminated from the race and the execution continues with the surviving configurations until the termination criterion of the iteration is met. After each iteration, new configurations are sampled from a probabilistic model that is updated to be centered around the best configurations obtained in iterations (elites). This way, irace iteratively converges to high-performing areas of the parameter search space, while increasing the precision of the performance estimation by increasing the number of instances in which the elite configurations are evaluated. For more details about irace we refer to [14].

As already mentioned, the configuration of algorithms is a main concern when developing and applying algorithms. The use of automatic configuration tools not only facilitates the algorithm configuration process but also allows developers and researchers to focus on proposing and improving techniques for a wide scope of scenarios, while delegating the tedious configuration task to specialized tools. Several approaches can be found in the literature to automatically generate code and optimize compilation options. These approaches optimize programs to obtain the best performance in particular architectures, multicore or cluster environments, GPU, etc. Most of these methods are program-specific techniques that apply expert knowledge to implement procedures designed for particular scenarios. Examples of such techniques are ATLAS [22] for linear algebra software, Spiral [18] for digital signal processing algorithms, FFTW3 [6] for discrete Fourier transform computations and Patus [5] for stencil computations. As most computational procedures, compilers have parameters that can be optimized thus, a number of approaches have been developed to configure compiler options. An example of such initiatives is ACOVEA [13], an open-source project that currently is not in development. ACOVEA implemented a genetic algorithm based approach to configure the GCC compiler options to obtain lower execution times. Similarly, Milepost GCC [7] is an open-source project that aims at using machine learning techniques to learn high-performing GCC settings, with the aim of reusing this knowledge to improve the performance of programs in particular architectures. The Tool for automatic compiler tuning (TACT) [16] is a genetic-based compiler configurator. TACT supports the configuration for single and multiple objectives by obtaining a pareto-optimal set of configurations.

A general autotuning framework, called OpenTuner, is proposed in [1] and applied to configure the options of GCC. OpenTuner provides a framework where domain-specific configuration procedures can be instantiated, while also offering several general-purpose features to configure computational programs. OpenTuner was used to instantiate a specialized autotuner to configure the optimization options of GCC, the approach obtained considerable speedups of execution performance in several scenarios. A drawback of OpenTuner, from the perspective of the automatic configuration of optimization algorithms, is that it does not provide an explicit method to handle the stochastic behavior of algorithms or the evaluation of problem instances. The evaluation of the configurations is fully relegated to the user and therefore, the use of problem instances and repetitions for the evaluation must be handled by the user. In this work we evaluate the use of irace to configure the optimization parameters of GCC for optimizing the performance obtained by 6 optimization algorithms. We do not apply any GCC-dependent processing mechanism to the evaluation of configurations, in this
regard, we apply irace like for any other configuration scenario. We argue that, since the compilation with GCC is also a stochastic procedure, irace is an adequate method to perform the configuration of the GCC optimisation options. The experiments show that irace can significantly improve the performance obtained by the tested optimisation algorithms without requiring any specific knowledge about the compilation process or the targeted algorithms.

3 Configuration scenarios

The experiments presented in this paper configure the optimisation options of GCC [17] to compile a set of optimisation algorithms benchmarks. We use the GCC compiler version 7.1, the optimisation options considered in the configuration scenarios where obtained from the documentation of GCC. The total number of GCC parameters selected are 367 categorical and integer parameters. Enabling the optimisation options in GCC requires an optimisation level to be selected, thus, the set of GCC parameters includes a parameter to select the optimisation level (-O1, -O2 or -O3). We define two types of GCC configuration scenarios by making two sets of parameters:

flags: 171 categorical parameters consisting of only options that enable/disable main optimisation options.
flags+num: 366 parameters, 171 categorical and 193 integer

The domains in the GCC parameter definition do not provide the upper bound of some numerical parameter domains. In these cases we set as upper bound the default value of the parameter multiplied by a constant (4 in this work). Configurations that generate invalid executables or failed in the compilation were penalised returning a large numerical value to irace. Other types of specific error handling were not implemented. The compilation performed by GCC is optimised using the flags and flags+num parameter sets in 6 optimisation algorithms benchmarks, resulting in 12 different configuration scenarios. The optimisation algorithms were executed with fixed parameter settings and fixed evaluation budgets (e.g. fixed number of iterations or solutions generated) and each benchmark defines a set of training and test instances. The goal of the configuration process is to find GCC parameter settings that minimize the execution time of the benchmark algorithms (using the defined fixed settings). The optimisation algorithm benchmarks are the following:

ACOTSP: framework of ant colony optimisation algorithms [20] for solving the traveling salesman problem (TSP). ACOTSP is implemented in C. The compilation is configured on a training set of 20 TSP instances and evaluated on 100 TSP instances of sizes 1000 and 1500. We configure two versions of ACOTSP, one that applies 3-opt local search to each tour built (ACOTSP ls3) and a version without local search (ACOTSP ls0).

1 The GCC optimisation options are available in https://gcc.gnu.org/onlinedocs/gcc-7.1.0/gcc/Optimize-Options.html#Optimize-Options and the parameter definition can be obtained in the params.def file in the source code of GCC.
ILS: iterated local search implementation for solving TSP. ILS is implemented in C. The compilation is configured on a training set of 10 TSP instances and evaluated on 50 TSP instances all of size 1500.

LKH: state-of-the-art Lin-Kernighan heuristic implementation by K. Helsgaun [8], [9]. LKH is implemented in C. The compilation of this algorithm is configured on a training set of 10 TSP instances and evaluated on 50 TSP instances all of them of size 1000.

TS: tabu search implementation for solving the quadratic assignment problem (QAP). TS is implemented in C. The compilation is configured on a training set and test set of 50 QAP instances.

EMILI: Iterated greedy algorithm instantiated with the EMILI framework for solving the permutation flowshop problem (PFSP). EMILI is implemented in C++. The compilation was configured on a training set of 30 PFSP instances with 20 machines and 50 to 100 jobs and evaluated on 120 PFSP instances with 5 to 20 machines and 20 to 500 jobs.

The execution of irace was given a configuration budget of 10,000 evaluations, the statistical test used was t-test and the performance of the candidate configurations corresponds to the execution time of the optimisation algorithm benchmarks. We have chosen not to provide an initial GCC configuration to irace, this is commonly done when good parameter settings are known (for GCC, the -O3 or -O2 options are possible initial settings). We omit the initial configurations to evaluate the ability of irace to find high-performing configurations without additional information of the parameter space. The main tests were run under Cluster Rocks 6.2, which is based on CentOS 6.2. The machines used were:

- m1: dual core 2.4GHz, AMD Opteron system, 2 cores per CPU, 1MB cache and 4 GB of RAM.
- m2: dual core 2.33GHz, Intel Xeon system, 4 cores per CPU, 6MB cache and 8GB of RAM.
- m4: dual core 2.1GHz, AMD Opteron system, 16 cores per CPU, 16MB cache and 64 GB of RAM.
- m5: dual core 2.5GHz, Intel Xeon system, 16 cores per CPU, 16MB cache and 128 GB of RAM.

The m2 machine was used by default to perform the experiments unless the text says otherwise. More details about the configuration scenarios are available in the supplementary material provided with this paper [24].

4 GCC configuration scenarios analysis

Our premise is that the optimisation options of GCC can improve greatly the performance of the described benchmarks. In order to prove this, we perform experiments to compare the performance of the benchmarks when compiled by GCC with and without optimisation options enabled. Table 1 gives the speed up obtained by independently using the options -O3, -O2 and -O1 for GCC. We can observe that the speed up obtained by the optimisation options is strongly influenced by the benchmark. Nevertheless, all benchmarks improve their performance by using the optimisation options. EMILI is the benchmark that shows
Table 1. Speed up of 10 executions of the benchmarks, by setting GCC to use \(-O3\), \(-O2\) and \(-O1\), compared to GCC with no optimisation options.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>speed up</th>
<th>ACOTSP ls0</th>
<th>ACOTSP ls3</th>
<th>ILS</th>
<th>LKH</th>
<th>TS</th>
<th>EMILI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(-O3)</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>10.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-O2)</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>10.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-O1)</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>7.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The biggest improvement in performance by reducing 10 times its running time compared to the one obtained by the executable generated without optimisation. This could be related to the fact that the code of EMILI is written in C++, which allows more optimisation. All the benchmarks obtain their best performance using \(-O3\) or \(-O2\), showing that those optimisation levels, which are commonly advised for compilation, already lead to significant improvements.

The homogeneity of configuration scenarios regarding the problem instances is an important element for the algorithm configuration procedure. Very homogeneous scenarios allow to estimate the performance of a configuration based on less problem instances, more budget can be then used to explore the parameter search space. In terms of compilation, the homogeneity quantifies how consistent is the relative performance of executables obtained by different settings of optimisation options across the different instances. In order to investigate the homogeneity of the benchmarks, we sampled uniformly 1000 random configurations of GCC and we evaluate their performance over the training set. We removed the data of the configurations that produced failed compilations or executions. With this data, we calculate the Kendall concordance coefficient \((W)\) [19] considering problem instances as blocks and configurations as groups. \(W\) is a normalisation of the Friedman statistic and can be interpreted as a measure of how consistent is the ranking of the performance of the configurations over the instances. Table 2 gives the \(W\) coefficients for the different scenarios, the higher the number obtained the more homogeneous is the scenario. In addition, we also report the number of not failing configurations and the number of these configurations that obtain significantly better performance compared with \(-O3\). If few configurations were used to calculate \(W\), this indicates that the benchmark has many GCC settings that produce invalid executables or failed compilations. The number of configurations that are statistically better than \(-O3\), give an indication of how difficult is to optimize the performance for each benchmark. If many configurations showed better performance than \(-O3\), good settings will be easy to find in the parameter space. On the contrary, if only a few configurations are better than \(-O3\), then finding good configurations will be more challenging. The values of \(W\) indicate that in general, the \texttt{flags+num} scenario is more homogeneous than the \texttt{flags}. \texttt{TS-flags} shows to be a perfectly homogeneous scenario, indicating that the compilation could be optimised evaluating configurations in only one or very few instances and the results could be generalised to the rest of them. On the contrary, LKH has the lowest homogeneity evidencing that different instances benefit of different compilation options. This is surprising giving that the LKH scenario uses only one instance size, and therefore such variability between instances was not expected. The \texttt{flags+num} scenarios are less homo-
Table 2. Kendall concordance coefficient $W$ of uniformly sampled configurations of the 12 different GCC configuration benchmarks. Numbers in parenthesis indicate the number of configurations used (from the 1000 uniformly generated) to compute $W$ and the number of those configurations that have a significantly better performance compared with the mean performance of 10 executions with -O3 (comparison performed by paired t-test with significance level 0.05).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ACOTSP ls0</th>
<th>ACOTSP ls3</th>
<th>ILS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>flags</td>
<td>0.92 (747</td>
<td>387)</td>
<td>0.97 (747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flags+num</td>
<td>0.75 (466</td>
<td>91)</td>
<td>0.58 (466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LKH</td>
<td>0.89 (472</td>
<td>0)</td>
<td>1.00 (534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS</td>
<td>0.79 (352</td>
<td>0)</td>
<td>0.81 (350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMILI</td>
<td>1.00 (318</td>
<td>0)</td>
<td>1.00 (224</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

geneous (with the exception of EMILI) indicating that some parameter values might be better for certain instances. This could be related to the instance size or type. These results confirm the differences between the configuration scenarios and therefore the potential benefits configuring their compilation.

Another important aspect of configuration scenarios is the stochastic behaviour of algorithms. Algorithms that are very affected by stochasticity make the estimation of the performance of configurations more difficult. We explore the stochasticity effects on the evaluation of the performance of the GCC compilation using the -O3 option by calculating a confidence interval based on 20 executions of the benchmarks. Figure 1 gives the confidence intervals of 20 evaluations over the instance test set. The confidence intervals clearly show the different effect of the stochasticity in the measured performance of these two benchmarks. ILS presents high variability of the intra-instance execution times, showing that the stochasticity has a great effect on this scenario. On the contrary, the LKH benchmark has a very low intra-instance variability but shows a high inter-instance variability. This is surprising given that the instances used in this benchmark are all of one type and size, indicating that the execution time of some components of this algorithm are affected by other instances features.

We presume that the best setting of the optimisation options depend on the characteristics of the operations performed by the code to be compiled, but also of the machine in which the algorithm will be executed. To observe this, we plot in Figure 2 the confidence intervals of the speed ups obtained by compiling the benchmarks with -O3, compared with GCC without optimisation. These results indicate that the improvements in the performance depend on both, the machine and the benchmark. For example, while ACOTSP ls3 obtains the biggest improvement in performance on m2, ILS obtains the biggest improvement on machine m5. This indicates that some of the optimisation options activated by using -O3 are very favorable for ILS when executed on m5, while these same settings seem to be less favorable for ACOTSP ls3 on the same machine. Moreover, different machines exhibit different variability of the results, which can indicate that some machines could be more affected by the stochastic behaviour of the algorithms. We can derive from these results the strong impact the system can have on the performance of a compilation process, even if it has been adjusted
Fig. 1. Confidence intervals of the running time obtained by 20 executions of the benchmarks compiled with GCC using -O3 over the instances test set.

5 Experimental results

We configure the benchmarks described in Section 3 using only the optimization flags of GCC (flags) and the flags together with the numerical parameters (flags+num). Figure 3 gives the mean speed up of 10 GCC settings obtained by 10 executions of irace compared to the execution times obtained by GCC using -O3.

In general, irace is able to obtain speed ups over -O3 for all the benchmarks, and while for some scenarios the improvements are greater than in others, the 10 executions of irace are on average better. When configuring only the compilation flags (flags), all the benchmarks show clear improvements in their performance with the exception of ACOTSP ls3 for which two of the executions of irace obtain slightly worse performance than -O3 (0.98 and 0.99). Regardless of this, the mean speed up obtained by irace in this benchmark is of 1.03. The benchmarks for which the largest speed up is obtained on the flags scenario are ILS and EMILI.

The configuration of the flags together with the numerical parameters (flags+num) obtains mixed results across the different benchmarks. irace obtains much increased speed ups on the ACOTSP ls3, ILS and LKH scenarios, while the speed up is reduced (compared to flags) for ACOTSP ls0, TS and EMILI. For EMILI, the speed up obtained for flags+num is only slightly smaller compared with the results obtained for flags. For TS, the mean speed up is more reduced compared to the results obtained for flags. Nevertheless, all the configurations obtained by irace have better mean performance than -O3. The results obtained for ACOTSP ls0 configuring flags+num, are worse than the results obtained when configur-
Fig. 2. Confidence intervals of 20 executions of the mean speed up of the running time obtained by the executables compiled with GCC using -O3 from GCC with no optimization on 4 different machines.

Fig. 3. Mean execution time speed up of 10 GCC configurations found by 10 irace executions from the mean running time of 10 compilations performed by GCC using -O3.

The reduced performances when configuring flags+num for ACOTSP ls0, EMILI and TS can be explained by the size and difficulty of the configuration space. The flags+num scenarios have considerably more parameters (366) and, as we maintained the same configuration budget as for flags, the search may be too limited. Additionally, the flags+num scenarios seem to be (see Table 2)
less homogeneous than the flags ones and additionally result in more failed executions. This might actually help the configuration process, in some cases, by easily reduce the search space of interest. The possible approaches to tackle the configuration of such scenarios with irace are: (i) increasing the configuration budget (if feasible), (ii) providing -O3 or -O2 as initial configurations and/or (iii) increasing the number of instances required to start the elimination of configurations. The last one would allow better estimation of the performance of the configurations, which may account for the higher variability of the intra or inter-instance execution times as seen in Figure 2 for some of the benchmarks.

The performance data obtained during the executions of irace can be useful in order to analyse the characteristics of the configuration scenarios. Such analysis can provide guidelines to set up the GCC compilation for scenarios with similar characteristics. We trained random forest models with the performance data obtained by the 10 executions of irace on each benchmark. The procedure and the settings used to train the random forest model are described in [15]. We use the ranger R package [23] to train the random forest. When building the training data set, the configurations that produced failed compilations or executions were removed and therefore, only valid execution data points are included in the data set. As is common for these performance models, the instances are included as a variable in the training data. Additionally, instance features could be added to the data set to provide more information on the impact of the instances on performance.

Table 3 gives the five most important parameters for each of the benchmarks. Note that since the instances are included in the data set as a variable, for some of the benchmarks the instances are the variable that explains most of the variability. This is the effect of the variability of the execution times required for different instances, which can be observed in Figure 1. The instances variable is therefore more important in benchmarks that have greater inter-instance variability, such as LKH, and less important when the running time for all the instances is similar, as for TS. Even if there are parameters that are important for more than one algorithm, it is not possible to find a parameter that consistently has the same impact on the execution time of all the algorithms. For example, EMILI has a completely different set of important parameters compared to the rest of the algorithms. This difference can be explained by the fact that EMILI is the only program among the benchmarks written in C++ with an Object Oriented philosophy, while the others are written in C. For the benchmarks with algorithms written in C: ACOTSP, ILS, TS and LKH, the most important options are the ones that attempt to optimize memory allocation and the use of the registers (falign_labels, fstrict_aliasing, fcaller_saves, falign_function, fomit_frame_pointer), the linking process (flto_partition) and the optimization of the internal representation of the source code used by the compiler (the ftree flags). On the contrary for EMILI, the optimization seems to be more focused on inlining (finline), optimizing branching (fif_conversion, fcode_hoisting) and trying to avoid unnecessary function calls (fipa_pure_const), which is consistent with an object oriented code where it is common to have a great number of very small functions. Most of the parameters retain a similar importance when we extend the tuning to the numerical parameters. In fact, the list of parameters does not change for ACOTSP
ls3 and for the others, with the exception of ILS, for which the changes are minimal. In the case of ILS, the numerical parameter `max_unswitch_insns` is the most important one according to our analysis. This parameter controls the threshold used by the compiler to decide if to unswitch a loop, that is moving a loop invariant condition outside of the loop.

### Table 3. Variable importance % obtained by random forest models trained using data from 10 executions of irace.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>flags</th>
<th>ACOTSP ls0</th>
<th>ILS</th>
<th>TS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>instance</td>
<td>59.9</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>45.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>falign_labels</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>instance</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fstrict_aliasing</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>fcaller_saves</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ftree_loop_optimize</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>ftree_pre</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flags + num.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further optimisation on the execution time could be then achieved using this information by restricting the configuration process to the set of variables that show to have great impact in the execution times.

### 6 Conclusion and future work

Reducing the execution time of optimisation algorithms, even in cases in which the main objective is not fast execution, is of great interest for developers and users. We have shown that significant reductions of computation times can be obtained by optimising compilation options. The optimisation of compilation options may either be considered as an extra step to improve execution times after an algorithm configuration process but also as part of the full algorithm configuration process to address interactions between algorithm components and compilation options. In preliminary experiments with GCC, we showed that for the used optimisation algorithms the execution times are stochastic, and depend on the computational platform and the characteristics of the code itself. Here, we configured the compiler options of GCC without including any particular knowledge of the compilation process itself using a general-purpose algorithm.
configuration software, irace. The results of the experiments performed with irace are encouraging and showed that irace can find significantly improved settings over the default optimisation flags available in GCC, the commonly recommended -O2 and -O3 settings.

In future work we will extend these experiments to new benchmarks with algorithms that present different characteristics and also to standard compiler benchmark sets used for autotuning methods. For optimisation algorithms, it is also of interest to study the effect of instance types and size and their relationship with the GCC options. The information obtained in these experiments could be then further analysed to extract features from the benchmarks that cause certain optimisation flags to have greater effect over performance. Another direction for future work is to specialise the settings of irace to configure compilation options such as a set of initial promising configurations or additional pruning techniques to improve the search. Additionally, we will investigate the use of other automatic configuration tools such as SMAC and compare our approach to other methods specifically designed for the optimisation of compiler flags such as Opentuner. Finally, we plan to make available the configuration files used in this work to configure the options of GCC, so that other researchers can attempt to configure their own algorithms to obtain better performance.
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